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Open Position - Visiting Assistant Professorship in Applied Math
This is a one-year, non-tenure-track position with the possibility of renewal for a second year. Duties involve teaching and research in applied mathematics with a focus on applications in engineering and/or the sciences.Read more


Brain Area Responsible for Response to Temperature Change Found
A team that enlisted the assistance of Professor William Kath found that similar to the tale of the boiling frog, flies more likely to react to rapid heating.Read more


Information Events: Applied Mathematics PhD Program
The Department invites admitted PhD students to visit us to meet with faculty and current graduate students.Read more


Daniel Lecoanet Named Sloan Research Fellow
The award recognizes Lecoanet as a next-generation leader with standout creativity, innovation, and research accomplishments.Read more



About the Department
Addressing diverse challenges with mathematical models, and analytical and numerical solutions

Since 1977, the Department of Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics has been one of the leading applied mathematics programs in the world.

Our department is uniquely housed within Northwestern’s McCormick School of Engineering. This allows our highly interdisciplinary faculty and students to connect with engineers and scientists across departments, schools, and institutions, applying mathematics to interesting problems presented by the world around us. Specifically, we focus in engineering and in the physical, biological, and social sciences, working to solve existing problems and inventing new mathematical methods to anticipate and meet the challenges of new problems as they arise.


Learn more:
	Read a message from the chair
	Learn more about the field of applied mathematics
	View department quick facts




Research Areas
Mathematics in collaboration with science and engineering
For our faculty, mathematical and numerical solutions aren’t abstract — they are a collaborative way to work with top scientists and engineers to create practical solutions to real problems. Faculty collaborate by using experiments to motivate and validate mathematical modeling, as well as by spurring experiments to observe new phenomena predicted by the models. Our research spans a wide range of fields, and the National Institute for Theory and Mathematics in Biology (NITMB) reflects our growing strength in applying mathematics to developmental biological research.

Asymptotic Analysis

Learn More


Biological Systems

Learn More


Complex Systems

Learn More


Diffusive Processes

Learn More


Earth Sciences

Learn More


Fluid Dynamics

Learn More


Materials Science

Learn More


Mathematical Biology

Learn More


Scientific Computing

Learn More


Stellar Astrophysics

Learn More


Social Systems

Learn More


Wave Propagation

Learn More





National Institute for Theory and Mathematics in Biology
Applying mathematics to biology

This unique national institute brings together Northwestern University and University of Chicago to conduct research in quantitative biology, an interdisciplinary field that uses mathematical models to describe and analyze the development of living organisms.

Learn More

Thrive in Chicago
Enjoy the work-life balance benefits of living in a global city

Our department is located along the shores of Lake Michigan, only 17 miles from downtown Chicago. Those who join our department choose from a spectrum of suburban or urban home environments with some of the state’s best school districts, and find extensive internship opportunities, cultural and entertainment experiences, and a diverse population.



Programs
Learn to apply math to challenges in the world around you
Our programs provide the knowledge necessary for students to apply mathematical ideas and techniques to the problems that arise in engineering or science. Our department prides itself ongreater access to faculty members both in and outside of the classroom.



Undergraduate

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics


Combined BS/MS Degree Program

Also learn more about pursuing a dual BS degree, and explore special programs in the department, including undergraduate honors, certificates and minors, internship opportunities, and study abroad.

Graduate

Master of Science in Engineering Sciences & Applied Mathematics


PhD in Engineering Sciences & Applied Mathematics


Affiliated

Master of Science in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics


PhD in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics




Department News


Curiosities of the World
Professor Daniel Abrams uses applied mathematics to investigate complex systems – and a diverse array of intriguing topics.
Read More
	Society of Women Engineers Hosts 2024 Career Day for Girls
Around 180 Chicago-area middle school and high school students signed up to visit campus as part of the February 24 event.

    						Northwestern Engineering News
    					


	Daniel Lecoanet Named Sloan Research Fellow
The award recognizes Lecoanet as a next-generation leader with standout creativity, innovation, and research accomplishments.

    						Northwestern Engineering News
    					


	Niall Mangan, Linsey Seitz Receive Seed Grant from Trienens Institute for Sustainability and Energy
In this project, Mangan and Seitz will experimentally validate and theoretically enhance their model of electrocatalytic production of hydrogen peroxide.


	Finnigan, Ankeny Named to MS Leadership Positions
Shelley Finnigan will serve as associate dean for master’s and professional education, while Casey Ankeny has been appointed assistant dean for TGS master’s programs.

    						Northwestern Engineering News
    					




All News

Department Events

	FriMar 22
Winter Degrees Conferred
	MonMar 25
Spring Break Ends
	TueMar 26
Appl Math: Peko Hosoi on "Filtration and Fluid Mechanics Inspired by the Manta Ray" - Reiss Lecture
	WedMar 27
Appl Math: Peko Hosoi on "A Few Short Stories about Probability and Sports" - Reiss Lecture


See All Events

        				
                		    
    					
Discover Our Whole-Brain Engineering Philosophy
We augment the analytical core of engineering with design, entrepreneurship, leadership, personal development, and unusual collaborations to imagine what's next and take the world in a whole new direction.

Learn More
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